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Introduction
Goals and Relevance

Focus on biomass burning emissions: Study the 
magnitude, trend and variability.

Biomass burning 
emission range:
350-700 Tg CO/year
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Model Improvements

Global annual total NMVOC-PCO: 800 Tg CO
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• NOAA surface stations: prior/posterior 
simulation

• Emission estimates & Uncertainty 
reduction on continental scales

• Validation with CO total columns 
derived from MOPITT
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Comparison TM5/MOPITT for 
posterior simulation:

• NH (increased Asian ant)
• tropical band (decrease 

NMVOC)
• SH => trouble





Discussion
Data sparsity: Differentiation of emissions

• We have seen the posterior emissions and their uncertainties relative to the 
prior emission estimates.

• Since there are some regions not well covered by the surface sites (e.g. tropics 
and remote SH), uncertainty reduction is NOT expected there. Moreover, 
changes in the emission estimate (from prior => posterior) in these regions 
are attributed to  a compensation mechanism: 

           Emissions can change to compensate for large changes in another 
           source. In this case, we call the change unrealistic.



Discussion
Data sparsity: Dependence on prior

• Due to the compensation mechanism, the combination of prior 
error for the anthropogenic source and the NMVOC-PCO 
source largely influence the inversion results.



Future work
Assimilate satellite observations

• Regions that are not well constrained by the data 
(Africa, South America, Indonesia..) can be 
constrained better by assimilating satellite data.

• Currently starting to set this up. When 
implementation done, we’ll do an inversion with 
pseudo satellite data only to test.

• Later on we will do realistic inversions using 
observations from both surface sites and satellite 
data. However, from the current study it seems 
important to do a bias correction.



Conclusions

• CO 4D-VAR: source description complete.

• 4D-VAR works: posterior fit better than prior.

• Compensation mechanism.

• Satellite observations required.


